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Following in the bestselling tradition of Spock’s World and The Lost Years, this is a white-
knuckled Star Trek tale of mystery and wonder that spans the galaxy in a vivid race against
time.Starfleet’s most sacred commandment has been violated. Its most honored captain is in
disgrace, its most celebrated starship in pieces, and the crew of that ship scattered among the
thousand worlds of the Federation.Thus begins the epic tale Prime Directive. Journey with
Spock, McCoy, and the rest of the former crew of the Starship Enterprise to the planet where
their careers ended. A world once teeming with life that now lies ruined, its cities turned to
ashes, its surface devastated by a radioactive firestorm—all because of their actions. There,
they must find out how and why this tragedy occurred and discover what has become of their
captain.

About the AuthorJudith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens are the authors of more than thirty books,
including numerous New York Times bestselling Star Trek novels. For more information, please
visit Reeves-Stevens.com.From Publishers WeeklyThe latest addition to the Star Trek canon
revolves around violation of the Prime Directive forbidding interference with alien cultures.
Instead of stopping a nuclear war on Talin IV, Captain Kirk has apparently triggered
Armageddon: a devastated world now bears the name "Kirk's Planet." The Enterprise is a
crippled hulk, and her senior officers have left Starfleet in disgrace. But Kirk and his comrades
are determined to restore their honor by finding out what really happened on Talin IV.
Excessive use of frames and flashbacks complicates the story line, a flaw offset by strong
presentation of the bonds among the Enterprise crew. The intricate Star Trek universe is
handled well, especially in an amusing subplot putting Sulu and Chekov aboard an Orion pirate
ship. While this installment is unlikely to attract new readers to the series, Trekkies will not be
disappointed.Copyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherStarfleet's most sacred commandment has been
violated. Its most honored captain is in disgrace, its most celebrated starship in pieces, and the
crew of that ship scattered among the thousand worlds of the Federation...Thus begins Prime
Directive, an epic tale of the Star Trek® universe. Following in the bestselling tradition of
Spock's World and The Lost Years, Judith and Garfield Reeves-Stevens have crafted a thrilling
tale of mystery and wonder, a novel that takes the Star Trek characters from the depths of
despair into an electrifying new adventure that spans the galaxy.Journey with Spock, McCoy,
and the rest of the former crew of theStarship EnterpriseTM to Talin -- the planet where their
careers ended. A world once teeming with life that now lies ruined, its cities turned to ashes, its
surface devastated by a radioactive firestorm -- because of their actions. There, they must find
out how -- and why -- this tragedy occurred and discover what has become of their captain.--
This text refers to the cassette edition.Read more
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Thank you for downloading this Simon & Schuster ebook.Get a FREE ebook when you join our
mailing list. Plus, get updates on new releases, deals, recommended reads, and more from
Simon & Schuster. Click below to sign up and see terms and conditions.Already a subscriber?
Provide your email again so we can register this ebook and send you more of what you like to
read. You will continue to receive exclusive offers in your inbox.FOR PEGGYFor our second
home in New York Cityand for being there when inspiration struck.L.L. & P.HISTORIAN’S
NOTEThe events of this book take place in the final year of the Enterprise’s original five-year
mission.space is infinitewithout endingall within itjust beginningVULCAN CHILD’S
KOANtraditionalPROLOGUELE RÊVE D’ÉTOILESExtract from A Historical Analysis of the
Five-Year Missions Admiral Glynis Kestell Tabor, Stellar Institute Press, Paris, EarthAccording
to the records as they existed at that time, of the original twelve Constitution-class starships
that had embarked on Starfleet’s visionary program of five-year missions, five had already
been lost in the service of the United Federation of Planets: the USS Constellation as the last
casualty of an ancient war, the Intrepid in the Gamma 7A system, the Excalibur in war-game
maneuvers, the Defiant in the Tholian Annex, and the Enterprise during the incident at Talin
IV.No one denied that these losses had been heavy, in lives and material, but among the
dozens of planning commissions that set the Federation’s long-term goals and policies, there
was no serious doubt that the five-year missions would continue with new ships and new
crews. Because, despite the high cost of such epic exploration and expansion, the returns
these activities brought to the Federation were always greater.In a period of only four standard
years, the records showed that thousands of strange new worlds had been explored, hundreds
of new civilizations had been discovered, and the Federation’s boundaries had grown to
encompass a volume of space nearly five times that which had been charted as of stardate
00.1. Given these results, ways could always be found to commission new starships, and as for
the new crews those ships would require, they were the secret of the Federation’s
unprecedented strength.It was the same secret shared by all great political movements in the
histories of a thousand worlds. The Federation was founded not by force, nor by expediency,
nor in response to an outside threat. It was founded on a dream—a dream of greater goals and
greater good, of common purpose and cooperation, but beyond all else, it was a dream to
know more, a dream to explore to the farthest limits and then go beyond.They called it le rêve
d’étoiles— the dream of stars.Like all profound ideas, this dream of stars was irresistible, and
the Federation’s planners were aware of its attraction. They recognized its presence in the
more than twelve thousand applications Starfleet received for each Academy opening. They felt
its pull within themselves.But dreams alone were not enough to sustain the Federation’s goals,
and fortunately the planners also understood what else was needed and how to obtain it. They
understood that throughout the worlds of the Federation there were beings in whom the dream
burned brightest. Invariably, all of these individuals had known instantly where their destinies
lay from the moment they had first looked up to the lights of the night sky. In every language in
all the worlds, the words were always the same: the dream of stars. Not traveling to them, not
stopping at them, but moving among them, ever outward, always farther, no end to space or to
their quest. Or to the dream.At Starfleet Academy, the planners were careful to set in place the
challenges and the system that would guide the best of those called by the dream to the only
position that they could hold, the position to which each had been born.Starship captain.There
could be no greater embodiment of the dream, and it was upon this foundation that the
Federation was ultimately based and its future assured.The system was not perfect. At the time



of the Talin IV tragedy, the planners knew that for every Robert April or Christopher Pike the
Academy produced, there would be a Ron Tracey or a James T. Kirk. But that was to be
expected when dealing with exceptional beings whose very nature put them at odds with most
definitions of what was deemed predictable or normal behavior. On the whole, the planners felt
the system worked, and reason and logic—much to the Vulcans’ chagrin—had nothing to do
with it.So the Federation’s planners set their course for the future, building new ships, setting
new missions, knowing that there would be no end to those who would volunteer to take part,
because the dream of stars, once acknowledged, could never be denied.But at that time, in the
aftermath of Talin IV, what the planners did not yet know was that once that dream had been
experienced, neither could it ever be willingly surrendered.In accordance with the Federation’s
goals for the gathering of knowledge, it was a lesson the planners were eventually due to learn,
and their system had already created the man who would teach it to them.Once and for all.Part
OneAFTERMATHONEHumans, Glissa thought suddenly, as she caught the first unmistakable
scent of their approach. You can’t live with them and you can’t live without them, but by Kera
and Phinda, you can certainly smell them.The short Tellarite shift boss looked away from the
viewscreen blueprint she studied, then narrowed her deepset, solid black eyes to squint into
the distance. All around her, she felt the thrumming of the thin air that passed for an
atmosphere within the hollowed-out S-type asteroid. It was the pulse of the machines and
fellow workers remaking its interior into a living world, a home for thousands. For Glissa, there
was excitement in this job of world making, and fulfillment. Which is why the unexpected scent
of humans was so unsettling. With them around, she feared the excitement would soon give
way to drudgery.The Tellarite twitched her broad, porcine nose as she tasted the circulating
breeze, seeking more details of the human presence she had detected. In the soft, seasonless
mists of her home world, natural selection had not been inspired to evolve keen eyesight. As an
adult of her species, Glissa had long since lost the ability to see past two meters with any
clarity. But she could hear with an acuity that surpassed most Vulcans, and could decipher
scents and airborne pheromones at a speed and rate of accuracy to challenge all but the most
sensitive tricorder.It was those other fine senses that now confirmed for her what she had
feared—the telltale odor of the dreadfully omnivorous humans came to her from what could
only be her second-shift crew of rockriggers. Even Glissa’s near-useless eyes could make out
the brilliant yellow streak of the safety cable that linked the blurry figures. The cable traced a
sinuous route around the wide yellow warning bands that marked the overlaps of the artificial
gravity fields on the asteroid’s inner surface. Spinning the rock to produce centripetal pseudo-
gravity would make working inside the asteroid much easier, but until the final bracing supports
were in place, the engineers didn’t want to subject the shell to the additional strain. So, in the
interim, the asteroid’s outer surface was studded with portable artificial-gravity generators,
creating both amplified and null-gravity zones within the rock. As if that crazy-quilt arrangement
didn’t produce enough strain on its own.Glissa sighed and the sound she made in her barrel
chest was deep and guttural—like the prelude to a particularly invigorating string of invective.
But there was no such joy behind her sigh. She hadn’t realized that the first shift was already
over, let alone that it was time for the second to begin. And the lake-support pylons for the
rock’s eventual basin of freshwater supply were still not in place. They hadn’t even appeared on
the massive cargo-transporter platform waiting empty at the edge of the work site. At the rate
her division was falling behind schedule, Glissa calculated she was going to have to endure at
least another tenday of overtime before she had the slightest chance of taking a few shifts off
to enjoy a good wallow in the communal baths on the rec station. And from the smell of things,
it was definitely going to be another tenday of working with humans.Of course, Glissa had



nothing against humans personally, but not being from one of Miracht’s ambassadorial tribes,
she found it extremely unsettling to work with them. Who wouldn’t have difficulty working with
beings who could never seem to tell the obvious differences between time-honored
constructive insults and improper personal attacks on their parentage, and whose lack of a
sense of humor was second only to the Vulcans? Still, it took all kinds to make the worlds go
round and, to be fair, she knew of few Tellarites who had the appetite to administer the
monstrous bureaucracies that kept the Federation functioning.She sighed again and rippled
the sensitive underpad nodes of her hoof against the viewscreen’s control panel—one of
dozens of similar viewscreens that were mounted on light poles ringing the work site. After
erasing the blueprint from the two-meter-by-one-meter display, she sniffed the air more slowly
to determine which particular humans she had been cursed with this time.The twelve
approaching rockriggers were still too far away for Glissa to recognize any features other than
their individual yellow safety harnesses and helmets, but she could identify most of them by
their scents. Seven, thank the Moons, were Tellarites themselves—client workers from the
Quaker commune that had hired Interworld Construction to reform this rock into a Lagrange
colony. At least half the workforce on this project were client workers providing the commune
with substantial labor savings.But of the other five workers approaching, Glissa scented, all
were human, and that was unfortunate because rockrigging and humans were never a happy
combination.The task of asteroid reformation was one of the few remaining hazardous
occupations within the Federation that legally could not be done more efficiently or less
expensively by drone machines. If the Council ever decided to relax the Federation’s
prohibitions on slavery to allow true synthetic consciousnesses to control robots, then perhaps
the industry itself would be transformed. But until that unlikely day, rockrigging would remain
the exclusive province of two basic types of laborers: dedicated client workers who welcomed
the chance to literally carve out a world with their own bare hooves, and the hardcases who
signed on with Interworld because they had exhausted all other options.As far as Glissa was
concerned, the hardcase humans who worked for Interworld—some fugitive, all desperate—
might just as well be Klingons for all the honor and diligence they exhibited. But the making of
worlds was honorable work for a Tellarite, and no one had said it would ever be easy. So
humans, with their unique and unfathomable mix of Vulcan logic and Andorian passion, were
officially tolerated by Interworld, even if it meant that Glissa and the other shift bosses did have
to watch their language.As Glissa turned back to the viewscreen to call up current work
assignments and detailed plans for the second shift, the shift-change alarm sounded from
speakers in the towering lightpoles that encircled the five-hundred-meter-wide work site. She
looked up to squint at the wall of the rock four kilometers over her head, and could just make
out the smeared constellations of the lightpoles surrounding the work sites on the airless half
of the rock’s interior as they flickered to signal shift change for those workers in environmental
suits who could not use sound alarms.Puzzled, Glissa checked her chronometer and saw that
the change signals were on time. But that meant the second shift crew was also arriving on
time, and in all the years Glissa had spent with Interworld, one of the few things she had
learned to count on was that hardcase humans were never on time. It was almost a religion
with them.For a moment she was concerned at the break in tradition and order—few things
were worse to a Tellarite than an unexplained mystery. She quickly retasted the air, but there
was no denying the scent of humans in the approaching workers. She sniffed again, deeply,
questioningly ... and then the answer came.Glissa raised her hoof to the unfocused form of the
human who led the team and waved. “Sam?” she growled. “Sam Jameson?”The lead figure
raised his much too long and scrawny arm to return the wave and Glissa felt a sudden thrill of



hope. If Sam Jameson had been promoted to work as her second-shift team leader then there
was an excellent chance that Glissa’s division might make up for lost time. He had only been
with the company for four tendays but had already proven himself to be a most remarkable
being, human or otherwise.“I thought I smelled the foul stink of your furless human meat!” the
Tellarite blared deafeningly as Sam finally came within range of her vision.“It’s a miracle you
can smell anything through the stench of that slime-encrusted skrak pelt you call fur!” Sam
shouted back.Glissa’s huge nostrils flared with pleasure. Here, at last, was the exception to the
rule: a cultured human who truly understood the subtle nuances of Civil Conversation. She
could almost feel the hot mud of the rec station oozing up around her as she anticipated the
rewards of meeting her schedule.The Tellarite held out her hoof and Sam Jameson grasped it
without hesitation, returning the proper ripple of greeting against Glissa’s underpad nodes as
best as any human could, considering how the creatures were crippled by the ungainly and
limited manipulatory organs they called fingers. If Glissa actually stopped to think about it, it
was a wonder any human could pick up a tool let alone invent one. They might as well have
arms that ended with seaweed fronds.As the second-shift crew gathered behind their team
leader and began disengaging the safety cable from their harnesses, Glissa thought for a
moment to come up with an appropriate statement of Civil words to convey her satisfaction that
she would once again be working with Sam. She looked up at the human, nervously smoothed
the fine golden fur of her beard, and hoped that her pronunciation would be correct.“Damn it,
Sam, why the hall are they punishing me by making you work my shift?”Glissa could tell from
the quick smile that crossed Sam’s face that she had got something wrong. Odd that Sam’s
face was so easily read, though. The long, soft brown hair and thick beard he wore certainly
helped, making Sam look less like a dormant tree slug than most barefaced humans did, and
much more like an intelligent being. Too bad about the puny down-turned nose though, and
those human eyes, beady little brown dots ringed by white like those of a week-old Tellarite
corpse ... they could make Glissa shudder if she stared at them too long.But Sam looked away
to the iron wall beneath his feet and leaned forward, dropping his voice to a whisper low
enough that only a Tellarite could hear him.“Hell, Glissa,” Sam said gently. “You meant to say
‘hell,’ not ‘hall.’”Glissa nodded thoughtfully, appreciative that Sam had kept this part of their
conversation private. “Which one is the underworld and which is the corridor?”“Hell is the
underworld. Humans don’t get too excited about corridors. At least, not in Civil insults.”Glissa
decided she would have to start making some notes if she were to keep up with Sam. “But the
‘damn it’ ... ?”“Perfect,” Sam said, still whispering. “Proper place in the sentence, good
intonation, very impressive. . . .” But then he stepped back in midsentence, looked up from the
ground, and raised his voice again for all to hear. “For a beerswilling, gutbellied warthog, that
is.”Glissa’s cheeks ballooned out into tiny pink spheres as she snorted her delight. She
wondered if Sam liked mud wallows. Perhaps he might like to be invited to join her in one. For
the moment, though, there was work to do, and clever repartee and Civil Conversation must be
put aside. But at least with Sam Jameson taking part, she felt sure the excitement of her job
would remain. There would be time enough for friendship later.After the shift briefing had been
completed—in record time thanks to the way Sam was able to reinterpret the shift’s goals for
the other, more typical humans on the crew—the incoming chime of the cargo transporter
finally sounded. It was deeper than the sound that came from most systems, since to save
credits this project used only low-frequency models—less power hungry but not certified for
biological transport. As Glissa watched the first load of twenty-meter-long, black fiber support
pylons materialize, she felt certain that her division’s schedule would finally come back on line
within a few shifts. Sam Jameson didn’t disappoint her.Cajoling the Tellarite client workers with



appropriate Civil insults and adopting a more conciliatory tone for the humans, Sam had the
crew latch antigravs to the pylons and clear the pad in record time, load after load. Glissa was
still amazed at how easily the rockriggers took his orders. Perhaps his secret was that he used
a subtly different approach with each individual, acknowledging that each was worthy of
individual respect. Perhaps it was the way he moved among them, never shirking his turn at
heavy labor the way some other shift leaders did. However he accomplished it, Glissa was
impressed, and saddened, too. For whatever Sam Jameson had been before he came to
Interworld, she was certain of one thing: he had not been a rockrigger.By the time the main
meal break came, a full shift’s work had already been accomplished and, under Sam’s
direction, the crew actually seemed eager for more. For once Glissa was able to sit down to her
tak and bloodrinds without feeling panic over the swiftness of time. She wished that she might
share her meal break with Sam—she had thought of something exceptionally vile to call him
and was looking forward to an equally inventive response—but she saw that he, as always,
took his meal alone.The other humans on the crew sat together, talking among themselves,
occasionally glancing over at Sam where he sat against a large boulder. On the other hoof, the
Tellarite client workers stood around and stared into the distance. Through one of the hundreds
of visual sensors which fed images to the viewscreens in deference to the limits of Tellarite
vision, Glissa observed them sampling the air with twitching noses.Then she saw what they
were waiting for. Two Tellarite pups—barely out of the litter pen—waddled along a safety path,
guiding a small tractor wagon stacked with food trays. In actual fact, the meter-Song tractor
wagon guided the toddlers through the maze of gravity warning bands and the viewscreen
showed that both were securely attached to the wagon by their harnesses.The pups’ mother
was one of Sam’s team and she welcomed her offspring proudly as they brought food to her
and her fellow workers. Glissa was impressed with the seriousness of the young pups and the
way they wore their commune’s ceremonial red scarves, at such odds with the puffs of white
fur that stood out so sweetly from their round little forms, like softly shaped clouds captured in
blue overalls.As she watched them on the screen, she heard familiar hoofsteps approaching. It
was Sam.“Are our pups as appealing to humans as they are to us?” Glissa asked, seeing that
he, too, watched the young Tellarites at their work.“The appeal of babies is universal,” Sam
said. “But it’s such a shame those two will grow up to resemble something as ugly as
you.”Glissa grunted happily and gestured to the slight rise of a digger’s ridge beside her. “I
have never met any human quite like you, Sam.” Glissa spoke without using a Civil
intonation.Sam paused, then sat down next to her, resting his arms on his knees and swinging
his safety helmet idly from his hands as he watched the pups. They had finished eating and
were now wrestling furiously, tumbling over and over each other with excited squeaks and
snorts. “Then I suspect you haven’t met too many humans at all,” Sam said.Glissa folded her
food tray shut, remembering what she had heard about what humans thought of bloodrinds. “I
have met many humans here. Just none like you.”Sam shrugged but said nothing. He glanced
up to check the time readout on a viewscreen. There were still a few minutes left in the
break.“Why are you here, Sam Jameson?”For a moment, Sam’s eyes changed in a way too
alien for the Tellarite to understand. “Why are you here, Glissa?”“To build new worlds,” the
Tellarite answered proudly.A new expression appeared on Sam’s face, and Glissa at least
knew human misery when she saw it. “As if there weren’t enough out there to begin
with?”Glissa didn’t understand. She tried another approach. “You are not a hardcase.”The
human smiled sadly at that, but still there were undercurrents to his expression that she
couldn’t read. “What makes you think I’m not?”“Interworld is not known for asking too many
questions of those who want to be rockriggers. The human hardcases we get seem to be those



who are one step away from shipping out on the next Orion freighter.” Then she peered closely
at him, suddenly recalling how little sense of humor humans had. “Perhaps I should point out
that I have used the term ‘freighter’ in a sarcastic sense, if that makes my joke more
logical.”Sam looked away from her, his eyes somehow appearing to be more reflective, as if
their moisture content had suddenly been elevated.“Are you all right, Sam?”“I’m fine,” he said,
and smiled again with that same gentle sadness. “You just reminded me of someone I knew ...
a long time ago.”“A close friend?”“I think so. Though he might not want to admit it.”“The human
hardcases we get seem not to have friends, Sam.”The human took a breath and stared up at
the far wall of the rock, but she felt he was looking at something else which only he could see.
“On Earth, centuries ago, there was an ... organization much like Interworld’s
rockriggers.”“They built things? Surely not worlds so long ago, but ... continents perhaps?”“It
was a military organization.”“How human. No offense intended,” Glissa quickly added because
this was not turning out to be a Civil Conversation.“None taken,” Sam said. “It was called La
Légion étrangère. It was the place to go to when there was no place else. No questions asked.
They didn’t even need to know a real name.”“Sometimes ... that is a preferable circumstance,”
Glissa said as diplomatically as she was able. “Is it preferable to you?”He turned to her and his
face was unreadable. “No questions asked,” he repeated.“Too bad, Sam. You look like a being
who has many answers.”He shook his head. “One answer is all it would take, Glissa. And I
don’t have it.” He hefted his helmet to put it on. “That’s why I’m here. That’s why I’m a
hardcase.”Glissa reached out to him, to place a soothing hoof on his shoulder. What was the
answer he searched for? What possible reason could bring him here? “Sam, if there is
anything that—”The asteroid shifted.A field of pulsed gravity swept over the work site. Glissa
saw the bright spots of the lightpoles undulate as local gravitational constants fluctuated wildly.
She grabbed at the rock beneath her, feeling herself rise up and down as if caught in a raging
surf. Gravity warning alarms erupted from a hundred speakers, echoing shrilly from the hard
iron floor of the rock.“What is it?” she growled.Sam’s strong arms pushed her down between
two iron ridges. He had expertly, instinctively, hooked his feet beneath a small ridge overhang
at the first ripple of motion. “Harmonic interference,” he shouted over the sirens. “One of the
gravity generators must have cut out and the others didn’t compensate in time.”Sam looped a
safety strap around a second overhang, then fed it through one of Glissa’s harness clips,
fastening her safely in place. “Don’t worry. It’s self-correcting. There’ll be a couple more
fluctuations as the fields spread the load but we’ll be all right.”“The pups?” Glissa squealed,
unable to turn her head to the viewscreen as a high-g wave slammed her to the ground.Sam
craned his neck to look over to where the client worker had been eating and the youngsters
had been playing. “They’re fine, they’re fine. They’re still hooked to the tractor wagon.” He
grabbed onto Glissa as a low-g wave rippled back, sending him half a meter into the air. “See?
It’s getting weaker.”“How do you know so much about artificial gravity fields?” the Tellarite
demanded.But before Sam could answer, the asteroid shifted again as another gravity
generator failed—and another, twisting the rocky shell in two directions at once. A low rumbling
sound began, mixed with the shriek of tearing metal. Sam turned to the source, eyes widening
like the face of the dead as he saw—“The lake bed!”Glissa grunted with a sudden and terrible
knowledge. “The pylons are not in place. The lake bed cannot—”The first pressure siren
wailed, drowning out the gravity warning alarms.“No!” Sam fixed on something Glissa couldn’t
see.“What is it?”“NO!” Sam untangled himself from Glissa’s harness and unhooked his feet
from the rock ledge.“Sam, what?”“The children!” As Sam leapt over Glissa and scrambled
away, the wind began.Glissa struggled to sit up. The wind could only mean the thin lake bed
floor had cracked in the stress of the gravity harmonics. And there was nothing beneath it



except the vacuum of space.The Tellarite heard the screams of her work crew mix with the wild
screech of disappearing air and the clamor of sirens and alarms. She slapped her hoof against
the nearest viewscreen control, calling up image after image until she tapped into a sensor
trained at the lake bed.“Dear Kera,” she whispered as she saw the pups trailing at the end of
their safety cables, only ten meters from a ragged tear in the rock floor through which debris
and white tendrils of atmosphere were sucked into nothingness. “Dear Phinda,” she cried as
she saw Sam Jameson, crouching against a ridge near the youngsters, attaching a second
cable to an immovable outcropping of metal.Glissa switched on the panel communicator’s
transmit circuits. If she could send this image to cargo control perhaps they could lock onto
Sam and the pups. Surely the risk of being transported at low frequency was better than the
certain death of being sucked out into space. If only the pups’ cables would hold. If only Sam
would stay in position.But the cables were anchored to the small tractor wagon and the winds
were pushing it closer and closer to the fissure. And no matter how little Glissa knew of the real
Sam Jameson, she knew enough to know that nothing could keep him from going to the
pups.Glissa called out coordinates to cargo control as Sam pushed himself up from the safety
of the ridge and moved out into the open, slowly playing out his safety line, pulled taut by the
force of the gale that blew against him.He moved across the open lake bed in the finally
stabilized gravity as if he were aware of nothing but the infants, now only six meters from the
opening into space. Rocks and debris flew past him. Some hit him. But he ignored their impact
and the blossoms of red human blood that they brought. Glissa had never been able to
completely understand much of what Sam felt, but at this moment, his intent so fixed, his
concentration so powerful, she was sure that the human felt no fear.Sam reached the slowly
skidding tractor wagon. Its in-use lights were out, its power exhausted by fighting the inexorable
wind. He wrapped his arms around its sensor pod, trying to stop its movement. Glissa switched
sensors and brought up an image of Sam as he strained against the impossible pressure. His
cable was pulled to its limit. Glissa could see his arms tremble with the force he was exerting.
But the tractor still slid forward. The squealing infants still slipped toward the inescapable pull of
the vacuum.Sam’s eyes blazed, and of the few human emotions Glissa could recognize, she
knew it was anger that lit his eyes. Then he reached to his harness and disengaged his cable.
Glissa called out to him to stop though she knew he would never hear her.The tractor wagon
bounced a meter forward on the lake bed as Sam swung around it and began crawling down
the length of the youngsters’ cable. He reached them as they were only three meters from the
fissure. And it was widening, Glissa saw with sickened certainty. Where was cargo control?Two
meters from the fissure, Sam had both round forms in his arms. He pushed against the gale
and the floor. But where was he going? And then Glissa saw his plan. There was a smaller
ridge almost within reach. With an effort which she would not have thought was possible for a
human, Sam pushed the pups into position against it. If they didn’t move, they would be safe as
long as the atmosphere lasted. But how could he keep them there when the ridge wasn’t large
enough for him as well?Glissa could only moan as she saw what the human did next. He
removed his harness—his last hope for survival—and wound it around the infants, using its
straps to tie them firmly into place.“Please, no,” Glissa prayed to the twin Moons as she saw
Sam’s fingers desperately try to dig into the unyielding surface of the metal ridge. She prayed
to the mists and the mud and all the litters of heaven but it was the heavens that were claiming
the human now.Sam slipped from the ridge. He fell toward the fissure. Toward space. Toward
the stars.And he caught himself on the opening, arms and legs braced to hold on for a few
more hopeless seconds.Glissa caused the sensor to close in on Sam’s face and fill a hundred
viewscreens throughout the rock so his heroism and his sacrifice would be remembered by



all.What manner of human was he? What manner of being? He had no chance yet still he
struggled. And on his face, an instant from oblivion, poised above an endless fall into the
absolute night of space, there was still no fear in him.Tears streamed from Glissa’s small eyes
because she did not know what she witnessed. He faced the stars and death with a ferocious
defiance she could not imagine. They shall name this world for you, Glissa thought. I swear it,
Sam. Sam Jameson. My friend. And with that vow, the human’s hands slipped for the final
time.The stars had won.But the howl of the wind abruptly stopped as a near-deafening
transporter chime overpowered the wail of the sirens and alarms.Glissa peered closely at the
viewscreen as Sam slowly rolled away from the fissure. Within it, the familiar glow of the
transporter effect sparkled from the smooth metal walls. Cargo control had not transported
Sam and the pups out, they had transported pressure sealant in.Glissa tapped her hooves to
her forehead in thanks to the Moons, then unhooked her harness and ran out to the lake bed to
welcome Sam to his second life. But when she joined him, others had arrived before her. And
she was shocked to see anger and disgust in their eyes.The Tellarite pups, now only sobbing
fitfully, were cradled by their mother and her fellow workers. The fissure had become nothing
more than a long scar mounded with the hardened blue foam of pressure sealant. Sam sat
slumped against the ridge that had protected the pups, his work clothes torn, blood streaming
from a dozen wounds. But the humans clustered near him offered no help. They only
whispered among themselves.Glissa pushed through them and went to Sam’s side.“I’d think
twice about doin’ anything for ‘im,” one of the humans said. He was taller and heavier than
Sam, and wore a punishment tattoo from a penal colony.“What do you mean?” Glissa
demanded as she knelt to cradle Sam’s hands in her hooves. “He saved those pups.”“Use your
eyes,” a second human said. Female this time, as big as the one with the tattoo. “Didn’t you see
him on the viewscreens?”“Of course,” Glissa answered uncertainly.“And you didn’t recognize
him? From the holos? From the updates? Before he grew the beard?”Glissa turned to Sam.
“What are they saying?”The woman kicked a stone toward Sam. “Go ahead. Tell her what we’re
saying. If you’ve got the stomach for it.”“Sam?”“That’s not his name, Boss,” a third human said
scornfully. He was shorter, rounder, more compact, from a high-g world, and he moved forward
to stand before Sam and Glissa. He glared down at the wounded human and the Tellarite
beside him.“You’re Kirk, aren’t you?” the short human said, and Glissa’s nostrils flared at the
mention of that terrible name. “The one who was captain of the Enterprise, aren’t you?”Glissa
stared deep into Sam’s eyes. “No,” she whispered. “No, not you.”But his eyes held that one
answer at least.Glissa let the human’s hands slip away from her hooves.“Murderer!” the human
woman said as she kicked another stone at the wounded man’s side.“Butcher!” The short
human spat on the wounded man’s boots.Glissa stood up, torn, dismayed, but knowing that her
job had to come first. “That’s enough!” she growled at the rockriggers. “We’ve still got half a
shift to put in and I want you back at work—now!”They hesitated and Glissa gave them a snarl
that needed no translation. Muttering among themselves, they left the lake bed.The human she
had known as Sam Jameson looked up at her as if to speak, but she raised a hoof to silence
him, trying to suppress the shudder of revulsion that passed through her. This monster already
had a world named after him. “There is nothing more to be said. I will have your account closed
out and book your passage on the next outbound shuttle. You should ... you should leave here
as quickly as possible. Before too many others find out.” She had to look away from him. “The
company will not be able to guarantee your safety.”The human said nothing. Glissa left him to
join the client workers and explain what had happened for those who didn’t understand
Standard. As if the name Kirk needed translation. As if the entire universe didn’t know of his
crimes.While Glissa and the other Tellarites talked in low grunts and whispers, the two pups



slowly approached the wounded human, watching with concern in their large black eyes as he
stood up unsteadily and his blood dripped slowly to splatter on the ground.One of the
youngsters, braver than the other, stepped forward and solemnly untied his scarf. With tiny
hooves, he held it out to the human, who stared at the scarf, as if uncertain about accepting
it.“Please,” the young Tellarite said. “Let me help.”The human started, and as Glissa and the
other Tellarites watched, he looked down into the pup’s earnest eyes almost as if he were
seeing someone else’s face, hearing words that someone else might have said to him long
ago. He spoke gently to the pup as he took the scarf and held it to his wounds. Then he turned
and walked away, head upright, each step certain.Glissa felt unexpected tears roll from her
eyes as she watched him leave, for in all the worlds in all of space, she knew there was no
place left for James T. Kirk to go.TWOIt had not been a clean death for his beauty. She had not,
as he had sometimes imagined she might, been swallowed by a nova, or been lost by braving
the unimaginable depths of a black hole. Nor, perhaps most noble of all, by giving her life so
that others might live.Instead, the Enterprise had been butchered—stripped of her power and
her speed and cruelly deformed between the opposing infinities of normal space and the
Cochrane subset. Much of the ship still remained, but her heart and her soul were lost.Chief
Engineer Montgomery Scott found himself thinking that it might have been better if the ship
had died all at once. And he with her.In the silence of the aft observation lounge, deserted in
the ship’s early morning cycle, Scott leaned his head against the cool smoothness of the
viewport. He closed his eyes, thinking of another time when he might have touched any part of
the ship and felt within her the hum of her generators, powered by the wedding song of matter
and antimatter. But there were no vibrations now. That life had fled. The emergency lights
strung haphazardly through the ship were powered by batteries beamed in from other vessels,
and the occasional movement lags of the gravity generators fighting the inertial dampeners
came from the rough handling of shuttle tugs and not the smooth pulse of the ship’s own
thrusters.Scott opened his eyes again. His breath had fogged the viewport and the haze it
made suddenly flared silver white as the Enterprise’s orbit took her over the terminator of the
moon below, into the full reflected light of Talin’s sun. Scott’s torment at seeing the ship
suddenly painted with the brilliant light reflected from the airless desert moving 500 kilometers
beneath her was still as intense as the first time he had stared out and seen what had been
done to her.The bluewhite gleam of her hull metal was streaked with carbonized traceries from
the energy arcs that had penetrated her overloaded shields. And the dark scarring was
constantly being augmented by the thrusters of the workbee shuttles that hovered around her,
carrying out emergency repairs so the ship could be safely towed back to the spacedock at
Starbase 29—if and when the decision to fully repair her was finally made.Scott’s trained eye
scanned the upper surface of the engineering hull, evaluating the inelegant arrangement of
roughly bonded pressure plates and repair bands. He cringed at the imperfection of the work.
No real crew member of the Enterprise would dare treat her that way, so inconsiderately, as if
she were no more than metal and machinery. It was an attitude he might have had to remind
new ensigns about in their first few weeks on board. But after a month or so, even the greenest
recruits had needed no reminding about how to treat this ship. They felt it. They knew it. Not
like those starbase mechanics who bounced from job to job and who were working on her now.
Scott and a handful of others on board were all that remained of the Enterprise’s original
crew.The starboard support pylon was canted aft at least eight degrees from true, and Scott
sighed as he watched the workbees’ mechanical grippers attaching the large black panels of
tractor-beam collectors to the surface of it. The mechanics planned to force the pylon back into
position to restore warp balance to the ship’s superstructure, so she could be towed at warp



speed. But Scott couldn’t see the point. Not with the starboard warp-propulsion nacelle
completely gone—the one that Spock had managed to jettison in time. Unlike the port
nacelle.The port nacelle was the reason why the Enterprise was still in orbit around Talin’s
moon—kept there so she could be studied in the same way Karunda coroner beetles swarmed
to dissect the corpses of their prey. She was the first ship to have engaged warp drive while still
within the Danylkiw Limit of a planet’s gravity well and survive, even partially. Three and a half
months earlier, Scott would have said that such a thing would not be possible. After all, until
they had been properly tuned and balanced, it was still foolhardy to run tandem warp engines
within the Danylkiw Limit of a solar system, let alone a class-M planet. And though the tuning
procedures were improving each year as the technicians zeroed in on the theoretical upper
limits of warp efficiency, Scott was certain that for at least the next ten years any ship
attempting a tandem test run too close to a star would run the risk of falling into either an
Einsteinian wormhole or a Danylkiw Singularity.Certainly modern warp engines—properly
tuned and broken-in, of course—could be engaged within gravity wells at depths
corresponding to standard orbits, but it was almost unthinkable to imagine the day when a
warp drive could be engaged so deep within a planet’s gravity well as to be in atmosphere. At
least, those had been Scott’s thoughts at the time. But three and a half months ago, the
Enterprise had done just that—engaged warp drive within the atmosphere of Talin IV. And the
proof of it was the nightmarish remains of her port nacelle.The forward section of the nacelle
was still in perfect condition. At the time of the incident, the propulsion dome-disperser pylon
had been deployed for routine discharge maintenance and the stubby projection was still in
place, unbent and undisturbed. But thirty meters back from the lip of the dome, the first rippling
deformations in the nacelle’s cylindrical hull became apparent. Fifty meters back, and the hull
took on the appearance of a piece of stretched taffy, just like the candy Sulu had once spent
six months cooking and sculpting into birds and dragons on the ends of sticks. By sixty meters,
the rest of the nacelle was completely gone, supposedly compressed to a point through the
inconceivable multidimensional pathways that led out of four-dimensional spacetime and into
the other realms in which warp speeds were possible.Where the rest of the nacelle was
actually located was still a matter of debate. Twelve experts from the Cochrane Institute on
Centaurus had been brought in to study the wreckage, along with representatives from
Starfleet Operations, its Science and Engineering Divisions, and the Space Safety Board. The
first arguments among the twenty-being task force had apparently been settled when two
weeks’ worth of sensor readings convinced the experts that the nacelle continued to be drawn
into warp space at the rate of about one atomic diameter a day. Scott had been outraged at the
interpretation of the findings because any child knew that the secret of warp transition was that
it was instantaneous. You were in or you were out, but you could never be halfway. He had tried
to convince the experts that the phenomenon they were witnessing was somehow related to
the fusion blasts the Enterprise had been subjected to, or the unfathomable subspace pulse
that had burned out every centimeter of transtator circuitry in her, but the experts’ only
response had been to hold their subsequent meetings in private and continue to chart the slow
disappearance of the ship, molecule by molecule.As far as Scott could determine, cut off as he
was from the experts and their planning sessions, the current debate raging through Starfleet
Engineering was whether the remainder of the port nacelle could be detached from the
Enterprise without triggering a slingshot reaction which would destroy the rest of her, or
whether the ship should simply be decommissioned and serve out the rest of her days as a
sacrificial experimental model, constantly monitored to see how far her gradual evaporation
would proceed.Scott rubbed his hands against his face, trying to bring order to his thoughts.



Just thinking about the mad ideas of the know-nothing, planetbound, viewscreen jockeys who
had the power to decide the Enterprise’s fate made his head swim. He had never felt such
frustration, such helplessness. At least, he thought for the thousandth time, at least if I had
been on the bridge, then this would be over for me, too, and I’d be with the captain. Wherever
the poor lad is.Scott put his hand to the viewport, only centimeters separating him from the
emptiness of space. Somewhere James Kirk was out there. And somewhere, there were
answers. Just beyond the reach of his hand.Behind him, the observation lounge doors puffed
open. Scott recognized the swagger in the steps of the officer who entered, and sighed.“Good
morning, Mr. Scott. The work is proceeding nicely, wouldn’t you say?”Scott took a breath to
calm himself. In the viewport’s reflection he saw the glowing lights of that damned swagger
stick spin through the air as Lieutenant Styles flipped it under his arm. Scott didn’t care if the
insufferable, self-righteous ass had wrested the stick away from a Klingon in hand-to-hand
combat. It was still a damned annoying affectation on a ship at least a hundred lightyears from
the nearest equine creature.“Aye, I suppose it is.” Scott couldn’t bring himself to look at the
man. The lieutenant didn’t belong in charge of the Enterprise. Only one person did. Only one
person ever would.Styles stood beside Scott at the viewport and bounced twice on his toes. He
crossed his hands behind his back and waved the swagger stick around behind his back, as if
scaring away flies. The chief engineer thought dark thoughts of a transporter beam set to
maximum dispersion.“You don’t sound too pleased, Mr. Scott.”Scott stared at the lieutenant in
the reflection, hating the smug smile that split the man’s sharp features.“There’s only one way
to treat this ship, Mr. Styles.”Styles rapped his stick against the viewport, indicating the swarm
of workbees thrusting around the starboard pylon. “And you don’t feel those chaps are treating
this ship the right way?”“I have already submitted my reports and my recommendations.”Styles
turned to the engineer and Scott glanced at him. Then stared in shock as he saw that Styles no
longer wore the stylized comet insignia of the USS Monitor on his gold command shirt. He
wore the insignia of the Enterprise.“Like it?” Styles asked, seeing the surprise in Scott’s
eyes.“I ... dinna understand.”“Now, Mr. Scott, how difficult can it be? Starfleet has reassigned
me. I’m commanding the Enterprise now.”No, Scott thought. Never. “A ship needs a captain,
Lieutenant.”Styles smiled again with far too many teeth. “An operational ship needs a captain,
Mr. Scott. And the Enterprise is anything but.”“The ‘experts’ haven’t made up their minds,
then?”Styles rocked his head back and forth. “In a manner of speaking. The decision has been
made to detach what’s remaining of the port nacelle. Of course, the tugs will take the ship out
of the system first, just in case. . . .”Scott had to look away. They were gambling with all that
was left of the Enterprise. “In case she slingshots into warp? What do they think is going to
happen to her then, that hasn’t happened already?” He kept the remainder of what he wanted
to say about the starbase mechanics to himself. No matter how badly he felt, he was still a
Starfleet officer.Styles tapped his swagger stick thoughtfully against the side of his neck,
apparently oblivious to Scott’s imperfectly concealed rage. “If the ship does slingshot, then it’s
apt to be an unfocused transition. The Cochrane people have calculated that the starbow effect
could be quite ... spectacular and the First Contact officials feel that every step should be taken
to ensure that the event is not observable from the surface of Talin IV. The Prime Directive’s
taken enough of a beating down there as it is, wouldn’t you say?” Styles chuckled. “Not that
anyone thinks it’s very likely that the Talin are putting much effort into astronomy these
days.”“And if the ship doesn’t slingshot?” Which she won’t, Scott knew. There was more chance
of her sprouting wings and flapping her way back to a starbase.The lieutenant’s cheeriness
was intolerable. “Then there happen to be two Constitution-rated warp nacelles at Earth
Spacedock—”“Intended for the Intrepid II,” Scott interrupted. He kept up with the production



reports.Styles shook his head. “Come now, Mr. Scott. It would take more than a year to finish a
new ship from scratch. But with new nacelles and a full wiring team of construction drones, the
Enterprise could be back in service in a tenth the time.”Scott stared at the man, suddenly
seeing the real reason for his good spirits. “And then, of course, she’d be needing a new
captain, wouldn’t she?”Styles reached out to pat Scott’s shoulder. “Thank you for your vote of
confidence, Mr. Scott, though I’m afraid I’d just be first officer to begin with. But in time ... she
would be mine. Oh, yes. And then we’d see how the Enterprise could perform with a real
captain at her helm.”Scott had a difficult decision to make and, in the end, he decided not to
deck Styles. There were more honorable ways to attempt to leave the service than by striking a
superior officer. He was an engineer, after all, and not Dr. McCoy. “Lieutenant Styles,
sir?”“Yes?”“When the time comes for the port nacelle to be detached ...”“Go on.”“With all
respect, sir, I hope she slingshots ye all the way to hell.”As Styles sputtered, Scott squared his
shoulders and marched unhurriedly from the observation lounge. He had to leave. Even if there
were better ways to leave the service than by striking Styles, for the moment the engineer
couldn’t think of a single one.Later, in the privacy of his quarters, Scott stared at his personal
viewscreen. A small yellow light flashed in the upper right corner telling him he had a message
waiting, but he was damned if he was going to give any more of his time to the mechanics who
were working to pass this ship into the insensitive hands of a sanctimonious prig like
Styles.Beside his viewscreen was a tall green glass bottle of single malt whisky from Earth,
unopened and unsynthesized. Once, during the tense stationkeeping orbits around Sarpeidon,
Uhura had decrypted Mr Spock’s birthday from his personnel records and had passed it on to
other select members of the crew. Scott had planned to surprise the science officer with a gift
from the Scottish heather when Spock’s next birthday came around. He had had no doubt that
on such an occasion Mr. Spock would take one of his rare drinks of alcohol—and that he would
have no objection to Scott and McCoy and the captain, and the other select crew members,
finishing the remainder of the bottle for him. But Talin IV had come around before that birthday,
and those who were to share Spock’s gift were never to be together again.Scott hefted the
bottle, imagining what it would be like to open it and have it all to himself, drinking enough that
Styles and the Enterprise’s ruin would drop away from him. Perhaps enough that he could see
his friends across the table from him again, the mission continuing, all as it should be, as it was
supposed to be, forever. But he knew that wasn’t an answer and never would be.He studied the
bottle’s label, reading of the peat and the centuries-old traditions, remembering all the other
times he had shared its like with the captain, thinking of all the other worlds they had traveled
to, and all the other worlds there were still left for them to visit.“Och, you’re Mr. Spock’s birthday
present and I’ll not be opening ye till we’re all sitting together as we belong. In uniform or not.”
He laid the bottle on its side on his bunk, to protect it from any sudden lurches courtesy of the
mechanics outside. He still had a few duties to attend to, even as chief engineer of a
nonoperational ship. “Screen on.”Scott’s viewscreen came to life, still displaying the final
transmission feed he had requested the night before. The text caption running beneath the
image identified the transmission source as sensor satellite two, one of eight the Enterprise
had placed into orbit around Talin IV, half a million kilometers distant from its moon, on behalf
of Starfleet’s First Contact Office.The satellite was in a fixed, geostationary position above the
planet’s main ocean, and three months earlier Scott had seen the images it had obtained of
fission-powered sea vessels following diverse trade and transportation routes. The visual
resolution from 38,000 kilometers had been crisp enough to show individual Talin on the decks
of their vessels, enabling the FCO to distinguish between fishing factories, freighters, and
passenger ships. In other wavelengths, electromagnetic and otherwise, the satellites could also



pick up the heat trails of submersible vehicles, deep beneath the oceans’ surface, and even
identify the nation states to which they belonged from manufacturing and design differences,
and the weaponry each carried.But now, the oceans of Talin IV were devoid of vessels,
submersible or otherwise, and the weaponry the nation states had stockpiled had all been
expended. Where the planet’s sun could still shine through the few gaps in the globe-encircling
clouds created by that weaponry, the once blue ocean was stained deep purple. An as-yet-
unidentified mutation in a single-celled algaelike organism had blossomed throughout the
world’s seas, swiftly overwhelming the radiation-devastated ecosystem. Undoubtedly other
ecological outrages were unfolding as dramatically throughout the rest of the planet’s
biosphere as well.“Change views,” Scott said grimly and the screen flickered once, revealing a
new image of the world from over the secondary temperate continent now, where the FCO had
once concentrated their sampling runs. Scott recognized the distinctive southern coastline, but
that was all. The major agricultural bands that stretched across the land mass were scorched
and lifeless, as blackened as the battle damage that scarred the Enterprise. Once, the crops
from that land had fed tens of millions.Scott stared at the screen with grief and revulsion. At the
Academy, all cadets were required to study the worlds that had been destroyed by their
dominant species’ wars and environmental mismanagement. Those harsh lessons were at the
core of the Federation’s underlying principles of respect for life in all forms. Even the Klingons
knew how fortunate they were to have survived global warfare and ecological collapse to
become spacefarers. So few self-aware, technological species had. The Enterprise, in her time,
had visited enough of those barren worlds to engrave the lessons permanently in the hearts
and minds of her crew: War was never an answer and life must be held sacred above all else.
Only the Prime Directive came as close in importance in determining the goals and actions of
the Federation.And Scott still couldn’t understand how such honorable ideals, in the hands of a
captain who had dedicated his life to upholding them, could have possibly led to the horrifying
obscenity of the dying world on the viewscreen.But others could, it seemed. For the first time
Scott noticed everything that was printed out on the screen to identify the feed: SENSOR
SATELLITE FIVE / 310!° LONG / 205° LAT / 00:91:24 / KIRK’S WORLD.Scott slapped his hand
against the base of the machine, hitting its manual power switch hard enough to make the
screen shake. “Ye slimy sons o’ ...” His voice choked off in anger. He had heard the
replacement crew using that hateful name for Talin IV, and now they had gone so far as to
program it into the automated logs. Well, he’d program a worm to go through the computer and
delete all references. He’d take Styles’s name out of the duty roster as well, transfer him to
kitchen operations. I’ll turn this ship upside down before I’ll ...“Och, what’s the use?” Scott said
to the silence of his room. He’d been thinking: before I’ll let them win. But the truth was, they
already had.The message light kept blinking at him from the blank screen. What could be left to
tell me that would be worse than what I already know? he thought.“Computer: Present my
messages, please.”“Working,” the computer’s familiar voice said. The ship’s backup datastores
had had enough shielding to escape the subspace pulse that had destroyed the computer
system’s main circuitry. Once the standard replacement components had been installed in the
first stages of the Enterprise’s emergency repairs, full computer functions and memory had
been restored with only a 1.5 second gap in the sensor readings preceding the pulse, which
was the length of time it took dynamic memory to be written to permanent backup. Even with
mortal wounds, she was a fine ship.The viewscreen presented the image of an unencrypted
ComSys transmission screen—a common method by which Starfleet personnel could receive
personal messages over subspace. Scott’s name was clearly encoded at the top of the screen,
overprinting the blue background shield of the United Federation of Planets. The stardate



showed it had been received less than an hour ago. The message was tagged as one of one,
but the sender’s name was not listed.Trying not to fool himself into hoping it was a message
from the captain, Scott asked the computer to play back the recorded transmission. The screen
cleared again, but not to an image of the message’s sender—simply a screen of black text on a
white background. Scott leaned forward to read it.Command Bulletin: Effective this stardate,
Spock, Ensign, S179-27BSP, Science Specialist, Starfleet Technology Support Division, San
Francisco, Earth, has resigned his commission in Starfleet. Resignation accepted, effective as
received, Admiral Raycheba, Starfleet TechSupDiv.Scott swore. “They broke him to a bloody
ensign? What are they thinking of? How could—”The viewscreen flashed the word
‘more.’“Continue,” Scott said, and the message began to scroll.Spock is the last of the so-called
Enterprise Five to resign from Starfleet. Starfleet Command Information Office has issued
related statements calling for all Starfleet personnel to learn from the tragic lessons of the
incident at Talin IV, and to prove to the citizens of the Federation that the actions of a handful of
renegade officers do not reflect upon the exemplary training and—“Screen off, computer.
Screen bloody off!”The viewscreen darkened instantly.“Computer: Who had the gall to send
that message to me?” Scott’s voice trembled so badly that he wondered if the computer would
recognize him.“Message unattributed.”Scott slowly and rhythmically pounded his fist on his
work desk. “Aye, it would be, the cowards. It would be.” He wanted to put his fist through a
bulkhead. He wanted to shout loudly enough that they’d hear him back at Command. He
wanted a stage to tell the worlds of the injustice of all that had transpired. But McCoy had been
right.The doctor had begged to be court-martialed. He had even punched Vice Admiral
Hammersmith in front of witnesses at Starbase 29 when he and Spock had been transferred to
Technology Support. That’s when McCoy had sent word back to Scott that it was obvious that
none of them was going to be put through any type of trial, secret or otherwise. As far as
Command was concerned, the less said about Talin IV, the less damage would be done to
Starfleet. “They have better ways to get us out of the damned service,” McCoy had said to Scott
in a subspace message.And then the doctor had been the first to resign, without even going on
report for striking an officer—proof as far as McCoy was concerned that Starfleet wasn’t about
to give any of them a public forum. Kirk followed McCoy’s lead when Uhura had been jailed.
Sulu and Chekov left together. Spock had been determined to fight from within the system, but
it seemed that not even a Vulcan could stand up to the combined weight of Starfleet and the
Federation Council. So, just as McCoy had said, the Enterprise Five had been banished from
the service without incident, without trial, and without record. Starfleet had obtained almost
everything that it had wanted.I might as well give them the last of it, Scott thought, opening his
fist into a useless hand. There’s nothing left to fight for. Not from here, at
least.“Computer.”“Working.”“Prepare a hardcopy message to Lieutenant Styles, USS—no,
make that to Vice Admiral Hammersmith, Starbase 29.” Scott would be damned before he
would acknowledge Styles as master of this ship. Since Starbase 29 was the closest
Federation administrative outpost to the Talin system and had been given authority over the
Enterprise’s disposition, Scott reasoned that the base’s commander was the next logical choice
to address his message to. He thought Mr. Spock would agree.“From Scott, etc. Message goes:
Effective immediately, I wish to tender my resignation from Star—”“Clarification,” the computer
interrupted.“Aye, what is it?”“Starfleet Command Regulation 106, Paragraph 1, specifically
identifies the role of the chief engineer and/or designated subsystem specialists as subject to
preeminent exception to Term of Service Procedures as detailed in Starfleet Com
—”“Computer: Could ye digest that gobbledygook for me?”“The chief engineer cannot resign
while the Enterprise is undergoing a class-two refit.”Scott put his elbow on the desk and rested



his head on his hand. It wasn’t just personnel like Styles, even Starfleet equipment was out to
get him. But Scott had picked up a few tricks in his years with Kirk. Especially when it came to
Kirk’s way with computers. “Computer, if I resign, effective immediately, then I will no longer be
the chief engineer when Vice Admiral Hammersmith receives my message, therefore he will
not be empowered to prevent my resignation.”But the computer didn’t hesitate for a
microsecond. “That is a circular argument.”“Well, then, let me put it to you this way: If you don’t
transmit my message to Hammersmith, then I shall rewire you into a food processor.”This time
the computer remained silent.“Well, computer? What are ye doing?”“Scanning personnel
records of Montgomery Scott to project hypothetical level of technical proficiency in the
reconstruction of organic material synthesizers from duotronic components.”“And ... ?”The
computer reset its audio circuits. It sounded like someone clearing her throat. “Message as
dictated reads: ‘Effective immediately, I wish to tender my resignation from Star—.’ Please
proceed.”Scott sighed. “Thank you, computer.” It was a small victory, but these days Scott was
grateful to take any that he could get. He felt it would be a long time before he would taste
anything like it again, if ever. He glanced at the wall over his chest of drawers where his
bagpipes hung. Twenty meters beyond them was open space. And the captain. And McCoy.
And all the rest of those who rightfully belonged on the Enterprise. Perhaps by resigning,
Spock was acknowledging that McCoy had shown them all the way. It was not logical to expect
to uncover the real reasons behind what had happened at Talin IV by battling Starfleet.
Perhaps Starfleet wasn’t the enemy here. Perhaps there were other enemies, and other ways
to find victory.Scott turned back to the patient viewscreen which displayed the words he had
dictated. Though it was difficult for the engineer to admit it, for the first time machinery wasn’t
enough. He no longer belonged on board the Enterprise. What had made this ship so special
was her crew and her captain. The spirit of her would live just as well somewhere else, as long
as they could be together.And they would be together again, Scott suddenly realized. They had
to be.Scott smiled, the first time he had felt like it in months. Then he spoke the rest of the
words that would free him from Starfleet, so like Spock and Kirk and McCoy and all the rest, he
could do what duty demanded of him.THREE“They musta been sorta crazy, doncha think,
mister?” the child asked, wrinkling her face in consternation. She was about eight standard
years old, taller than most her age which meant she was probably from one of the smaller
Martian cities where the citizens had voted against higher gravity. But the clothes she wore—a
lacrosse jersey from one of the intersystem championship leagues sloppily pulled over balloon
overalls and red Skorcher moccasins—could have come from child outfitters anywhere from
the Venus highdomes to the Triton hollowcells. Sol system, which once had been such a grand
adventure, had become one large city, less than one-millionth of a subspace-second
across.Leonard McCoy scratched at the six-week growth of whiskers that was slowly and itchily
becoming a beard. It was one thing being back in his home system in a cabin in a nature
reserve, but civilization was making him edgy. When had the Moon gotten this built up and
civilized, anyway? It wasn’t the same as he remembered it had been when he was a
boy.“Doncha think, mister? Huh, mister?”McCoy looked down at the child standing beside him
at the railing. “Don’t you know you shouldn’t talk to strangers?”The child blinked at him. “You’re
not that strange, mister. I talked to an Andorian once. They listen through these feeler things on
their heads. They look sorta like they got two blue worms stickin’ up from their heads or
somethin’.” The child shook her head knowingly. “Now that’s strange.”“Well, young lady,
Andorians think we’re strange because our ears are squashed to the sides of our heads. In
fact, they wonder how we can hear anything. And compared to them, we don’t hear a lot.”
McCoy decided to spare the child a recitation of the standard frequencies of a typical



Andorian’s hearing range.“Wow, do you know any Andorians, mister?”McCoy was bothered
that the child was impressed by the fact that he might have known an Andorian or two in his
life. It was such a little thing. Especially considering that the child and McCoy were standing at
the viewing railing of Tranquility Park. Fifty meters away beyond the transparent aluminum wall,
the spindly-looking second stage of the first crewed vehicle to land on Earth’s Moon sat
beneath the brilliant, unfiltered sunshine as it had for more than two hundred years. Where
McCoy and the child stood had once been an unimaginable frontier, the quest for which had
shaped the dreams of an entire century of living, breathing, and hoping human beings.Those
pioneers had come to this dead world in fragile ships powered by chemical rockets and
controlled by binary computers only one step removed from an abacus. They had come without
the capability for remaining more than a handful of hours, and decades before the development
of any technology that could be reasonably utilized here. Why? So they could hop around for a
few minutes in constricting, multilayered environmental suits that had been needle-sewn
together by hand, and scoop up an unrepresentative few kilos of surface rocks and soil. Now
almost two and a half centuries later, the anonymous spot which Armstrong and Aldrin had
reached by risking their lives as the final two humans in a chain of thousands who had toiled
years toward that goal, had become a holiday resort—a favorite stop for honeymooners and
students on day excursions from Earth.Civilization, McCoy thought sourly. The death of
dreams. He narrowed his eyes at the child. “Look, kid ... what’s your name?”“Glynis,” she
said.“Well, Glynis, do you know what that is out there by the old flag?”The child gave an
exaggerated nod. “The lower stage of the Lunar Excursion Module, Eagle,” she recited.
“Launched July 16, oldstyle one nine six nine C.E. The first of twelve successful landings on
the Moon prior to the building of Base One. Launch authority was ... um, the National Space
and ... no, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Uh, the United States of
North ... no, just of America.” Glynis grinned happily up at McCoy. “Neil A. Armstrong,
Commander. Edwin E. Aldrin, Lunar Excursion Module pilot. Michael Collins, Command
Module Pilot. ‘We came in peace for all mankind.’ “McCoy was impressed. He was never
surprised when children could reel off the names of every lacrosse player in the system—along
with their favorite colors and breakfast foods, or the complete lyrics and plot nuances of the
latest holosaga, but he thought it rare to find a child who had turned her innate talents to the
study of history. “That’s very good,” he said, and meant it. “Now how does a girl your age
happen to know all that?”The child became very solemn. “I have to.”McCoy raised an eyebrow.
“And why’s that?”
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Just the Dad, “My all time favorite ST novel and writers. At the time, I was unaware of the
writing of Judith and Garth Reeves-Stevens, but after reading 'Prime Directive' and a few more
of their novels, they are at the top of my list (along with Crichton and Clancey). Prime Directive
is likely my favorite Star Trek novel, even my 'I don't like to read' spouse liked it. I think it's the
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guilty of charges against them of not following the Prime Directive took them across the
universe to gather evidence to vindicate them.”

resol, “You will never suspect!. Beware! Actually I have maybe one critcism. A key character,
suddenly drops out, we'll a group of characters, the San Francisco Radicals failing to repeal the
Prime Directive, that were crucial.to the campaign, suddenly disappear . We don't know where
they are or what they might be doing. Whereas supporting characters, have been resolved.
Beginning with the punctilious, irascible little Napoleon, Lt. Styles”

Dave H., “Very edited down, but great read by James Doohan. This is a classic Trek novel, but I
highly recommend reading the original novel if you haven't read this before. This version
removes at least four major subplots for time and creates plot holes as a result.James Doohan
does a great job with the read and it's always good to hear him if you're a Trek fan though.”

TR Jensen, “One of the Best!. In some trek novels it feels like the main crew are merely guest
stars. But this book puts them all front and center in a fun and interesting adventure. Loved it!”

Jason Page, “Good Trek novel. The ease of the ending had me drop my rating from 5 stars
down to 4, but a good Star Trek story. Lots of great moments from each member of the original
series characters. Good story that was very close to being great”

Andrea E Menzies, “Great Book. Great vintage book at a great price. Classic Star Trek will
always have a place in my heart.”

Ian Titler, “When does prime Directive apply?. Good story revolving around the Enterprise
regulars and when the Prime Directive is/isn't breached, and if/when humanitarian aid can be
given. Some very interesting issues raised as the main plot proceeds.”

Borg109, “Written so well you can see the characters you know and love from TV. The quality
of the writing transports you right into the heart of this Original Series story. My only criticism is
that it ends all too soon”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Enjoyable. A very good read. This one felt very much like a Star Trek



story both in plot development and in the characterisation.”

The book by Judith Reeves-Stevens has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 251 people have provided
feedback.
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